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• Cold war: - The situation of war being among 2 or more countries & 

there is a possibility of war but in real there will be no war. 

 

• It happened between USA &USSR from 1945-90 & it referred as cold war. 

 

Reason Of cold war/- 

 

• The 1st world-war-had earlier shaken& the world war 1914 & 1918. 

 

• 2nd world war 1939 & 1945 between2 group the alliance forces,led by 

the Britain, U.S.A&France  defeated the another group the Axis powers 

led by Germany, Italy& Japan. 

 

 

• US dropped 2 atomic bombs an the Japanese cities of Hiroshima (6Aug) 

& Nagasaki in (9aug 1945) 

 

• Name of bombs- Little. (10ft) boy & fat man( IOft 8 in). 

 

 

• Weight of bombs- 15000 to 21000 tons. 

 

• Critics of US — Japan was about to surrender & that it was unnecessary 

to drop bombs. 

 



• US told in favour of it, we want that this war ended soon & there will be 

no loss in future.  

 

Objective behind the attack-   

1. US wanted to show USSR after 2nd world war that US only the 

superpower country. 

2. After 2nd world war the ideology war is started between US & U?SR . 

3. US supposed that—Capitalism  is better in the world while USSR 

supposed that socialism is better.  

4. Capitalism model allows free market condition & Govt do not interfere in 

it .Where as socialism model do not allow free market & it is all under 

the Govt. 

 

After the 2nd world war , both the country had the nuclear power & a lot of 

chance generated a full fledged war if it would converted into war than both 

sides will be so badly harmed that it will be impossible to declare one side or 

the other as the winner. 

This is called the logic of deterrence. 

 


